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What are we interested in?

• Thermodynamic ensemble properties:
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Static equilibrium properties:
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Static equilibrium properties:

Dynamic properties:
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Thermodynamics: what are we interested in?

• Ergodic hypothesis: ensemble average equal to time average
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The potential energy surface is not simple
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• The potential energy surface depends on the 3N(-6) degrees of freedom

• Difficult to evaluate globally: effort scales as MN  

(M = number of discretization points per degree of freedom)

• Neglecting the electronic degrees of freedom, it could be expanded and 
parametrized

• If not neglecting them (ab initio molecular dynamics), better to calculate 
forces on the fly 
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How do we evolve the nuclei then?

• Electronic many body Hamiltonian:

3.2 The many-body Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics 21
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where i, j are indexes for the N electrons, I, J are indexes for the M nuclei, Z and e are the charges
of nuclei and electron respectively, M and m the masses of the nuclei and electron respectively, ✏

0

the
vacuum dielectric constant, and ~ the reduced Planck constant. In the rest of this thesis (except where
specified) the natural units m = e = 1/4⇡✏

0

= ~ = 1 will be used. In short, this Hamiltonian is re-written
in the following form:
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ˆTnuc +
ˆTe +

ˆVnuc�e +
ˆVe�e +

ˆVnuc�nuc (3.7)

where ˆTnuc and ˆTe are the kinetic-energy operators related to the nuclei and the electrons respectively,
and ˆVnuc�e, ˆVe�e, and ˆVnuc�nuc the terms related to the electrostatic interaction between two electrons, a
electron and a nucleus, and two nuclei2 respectively. These terms are precisely the ones written explicitly
in Eq. ??, in the same order.

Solving this hamiltonian in a (non-relativistic, time-independent) quantum-mechanical framework
means to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation3:

ˆH (~r, ~R) = E (~r, ~R) (3.8)

where E is the total energy of the system and  is the many-body wave function. Since each electron
and each nucleus can move in the x, y and z coordinates, solving this equation involves a problem
of 3N + 3M degrees of freedom, in which all particles are coupled. In order to turn such a problem
into a feasible enterprise, approximations need to be made. The first approximation taken is usually to
decouple the movement of the electron and nuclei. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (or adiabatic)
approximation, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.3 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

This thesis is (in parts) also on nuclear motion, which will be explained in Chapter ??. Therefore, in this
section, the derivation of the BO approximation will be given, which clarifies how it is possible to define
the movement of the nuclei (decoupled from the electrons). The guiding idea of the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation [? ] is that the ratio between electron mass and nucleus mass (m/M ) is very small,

1Here also the electron spin dependency has been dropped for simplicity.
2Here the frozen nuclei expression, valid when the nuclei are distant enough so that their (positive) charge densities do not overlap.
3For the relativistic case, the equation to be solved would be the Dirac equation.

but all three ab initio approaches to molecular dynamics are contrasted and partly
compared. The important issue of how to obtain the correct forces in these schemes
is discussed in some depth. The most popular electronic structure theories imple-
mented within ab initio molecular dynamics, density functional theory in the first
place but also the Hartree–Fock approach, are sketched. Some attention is also
given to another important ingredient in ab initio molecular dynamics, the choice
of the basis set.

Concerning the depth, the focus of the present discussion is clearly the im-
plementation of both the basic Car–Parrinello and Born–Oppenheimer molecular
dynamics schemes in the CPMD package 142. The electronic structure approach
in CPMD is Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham density functional theory within a plane wave
/ pseudopotential implementation and the Generalized Gradient Approximation.
The formulae for energies, forces, stress, pseudopotentials, boundary conditions,
optimization procedures, parallelization etc. are given for this particular choice to
solve the electronic structure problem. One should, however, keep in mind that
a variety of other powerful ab initio molecular dynamics codes are available (for
instance CASTEP 116, CP-PAW 143, fhi98md 189, NWChem 446, VASP 663) which are
partly based on very similar techniques. The classic Car–Parrinello approach 108

is then extended to other ensembles than the microcanonical one, other electronic
states than the ground state, and to a fully quantum–mechanical representation of
the nuclei. Finally, the wealth of problems that can be addressed using ab initio
molecular dynamics is briefly sketched at the end, which also serves implicitly as
the “Summary and Conclusions” section.

2 Basic Techniques: Theory

2.1 Deriving Classical Molecular Dynamics

The starting point of the following discussion is non–relativistic quantum mechanics
as formalized via the time–dependent Schrödinger equation
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atomic units (a.u.) will be introduced at a later stage for reasons that will soon
become clear. Thus, only the bare electron–electron, electron–nuclear, and nuclear–
nuclear Coulomb interactions are taken into account.
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where E is the total energy of the system and  is the many-body wave function. Since each electron
and each nucleus can move in the x, y and z coordinates, solving this equation involves a problem
of 3N + 3M degrees of freedom, in which all particles are coupled. In order to turn such a problem
into a feasible enterprise, approximations need to be made. The first approximation taken is usually to
decouple the movement of the electron and nuclei. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (or adiabatic)
approximation, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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This thesis is (in parts) also on nuclear motion, which will be explained in Chapter ??. Therefore, in this
section, the derivation of the BO approximation will be given, which clarifies how it is possible to define
the movement of the nuclei (decoupled from the electrons). The guiding idea of the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation [? ] is that the ratio between electron mass and nucleus mass (m/M ) is very small,

1Here also the electron spin dependency has been dropped for simplicity.
2Here the frozen nuclei expression, valid when the nuclei are distant enough so that their (positive) charge densities do not overlap.
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where i, j are indexes for the N electrons, I, J are indexes for the M nuclei, Z and e are the charges
of nuclei and electron respectively, M and m the masses of the nuclei and electron respectively, ✏
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the
vacuum dielectric constant, and ~ the reduced Planck constant. In the rest of this thesis (except where
specified) the natural units m = e = 1/4⇡✏
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where ˆTnuc and ˆTe are the kinetic-energy operators related to the nuclei and the electrons respectively,
and ˆVnuc�e, ˆVe�e, and ˆVnuc�nuc the terms related to the electrostatic interaction between two electrons, a
electron and a nucleus, and two nuclei2 respectively. These terms are precisely the ones written explicitly
in Eq. ??, in the same order.

Solving this hamiltonian in a (non-relativistic, time-independent) quantum-mechanical framework
means to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation3:

ˆH (~r, ~R) = E (~r, ~R) (3.8)

where E is the total energy of the system and  is the many-body wave function. Since each electron
and each nucleus can move in the x, y and z coordinates, solving this equation involves a problem
of 3N + 3M degrees of freedom, in which all particles are coupled. In order to turn such a problem
into a feasible enterprise, approximations need to be made. The first approximation taken is usually to
decouple the movement of the electron and nuclei. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (or adiabatic)
approximation, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.3 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

This thesis is (in parts) also on nuclear motion, which will be explained in Chapter ??. Therefore, in this
section, the derivation of the BO approximation will be given, which clarifies how it is possible to define
the movement of the nuclei (decoupled from the electrons). The guiding idea of the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation [? ] is that the ratio between electron mass and nucleus mass (m/M ) is very small,

1Here also the electron spin dependency has been dropped for simplicity.
2Here the frozen nuclei expression, valid when the nuclei are distant enough so that their (positive) charge densities do not overlap.
3For the relativistic case, the equation to be solved would be the Dirac equation.
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Concerning the depth, the focus of the present discussion is clearly the im-
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dynamics schemes in the CPMD package 142. The electronic structure approach
in CPMD is Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham density functional theory within a plane wave
/ pseudopotential implementation and the Generalized Gradient Approximation.
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a variety of other powerful ab initio molecular dynamics codes are available (for
instance CASTEP 116, CP-PAW 143, fhi98md 189, NWChem 446, VASP 663) which are
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is then extended to other ensembles than the microcanonical one, other electronic
states than the ground state, and to a fully quantum–mechanical representation of
the nuclei. Finally, the wealth of problems that can be addressed using ab initio
molecular dynamics is briefly sketched at the end, which also serves implicitly as
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where i, j are indexes for the N electrons, I, J are indexes for the M nuclei, Z and e are the charges
of nuclei and electron respectively, M and m the masses of the nuclei and electron respectively, ✏
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means to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation3:
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where E is the total energy of the system and  is the many-body wave function. Since each electron
and each nucleus can move in the x, y and z coordinates, solving this equation involves a problem
of 3N + 3M degrees of freedom, in which all particles are coupled. In order to turn such a problem
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decouple the movement of the electron and nuclei. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (or adiabatic)
approximation, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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for the electronic {ri} and nuclear {RI} degrees of freedom. The more convenient
atomic units (a.u.) will be introduced at a later stage for reasons that will soon
become clear. Thus, only the bare electron–electron, electron–nuclear, and nuclear–
nuclear Coulomb interactions are taken into account.
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• Many routes can be followed to render this tractable with ab initio 
methods
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Born Oppenheimer molecular dynamics

• On the fly calculation of energies and forces:

Ehrenfest molecular dynamics is certainly the oldest approach to “on–the–fly”
molecular dynamics and is typically used for collision– and scattering–type prob-
lems 154,649,426,532. However, it was never in widespread use for systems with many
active degrees of freedom typical for condensed matter problems for reasons that
will be outlined in Sec. 2.6 (although a few exceptions exist 553,34,203,617 but here
the number of explicitly treated electrons is fairly limited with the exception of
Ref. 617).

2.3 Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics

An alternative approach to include the electronic structure in molecular dynamics
simulations consists in straightforwardly solving the static electronic structure prob-
lem in each molecular dynamics step given the set of fixed nuclear positions at that
instance of time. Thus, the electronic structure part is reduced to solving a time–
independent quantum problem, e.g. by solving the time–independent Schrödinger
equation, concurrently to propagating the nuclei via classical molecular dynamics.
Thus, the time–dependence of the electronic structure is a consequence of nuclear
motion, and not intrinsic as in Ehrenfest molecular dynamics. The resulting Born–
Oppenheimer molecular dynamics method is defined by

MIR̈I(t) = �rI min
 0

{h 0 |He| 0i} (32)

E0 0 = He 0 (33)

for the electronic ground state. A deep di↵erence with respect to Ehrenfest dy-
namics concerning the nuclear equation of motion is that the minimum of hHei
has to be reached in each Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics step according
to Eq. (32). In Ehrenfest dynamics, on the other hand, a wavefunction that min-
imized hHei initially will also stay in its respective minimum as the nuclei move
according to Eq. (30)!

A natural and straightforward extension 281 of ground–state Born–Oppenheimer
dynamics is to apply the same scheme to any excited electronic state  k without
considering any interferences. In particular, this means that also the “diagonal
correction terms” 340

Dkk
I ({RI(t)}) = �

Z
dr ?

kr2
I k (34)

are always neglected; the inclusion of such terms is discussed for instance in
Refs. 650,651. These terms renormalize the Born–Oppenheimer or “clamped nu-
clei” potential energy surface Ek of a given state  k (which might also be the
ground state  0) and lead to the so–called “adiabatic potential energy surface”
of that state 340. Whence, Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics should not be
called “adiabatic molecular dynamics”, as is sometime done.

It is useful for the sake of later reference to formulate the Born–Oppenheimer
equations of motion for the special case of e↵ective one–particle Hamiltonians. This
might be the Hartree–Fock approximation defined to be the variational minimum
of the energy expectation value h 0 |He| 0i given a single Slater determinant  0 =
det{ i} subject to the constraint that the one–particle orbitals  i are orthonormal

12
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• Ground state energy can be found by any variational method:  
Hartree-Fock, MP2, DFT, etc.
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• Ground state energy can be found by any variational method:  
Hartree-Fock, MP2, DFT, etc.

• For the calculation of the forces, we typically need to include the Pulay 
forces and other corrections (due to truncation of basis sets):  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Δt = 3fs

Time step and the accuracy of integration

• What is a good time step?

• Depends on the highest 
vibrational frequency (thus 
mass) of your system  
(                )

• Typically, choose a time step 
corresponding to ~1/(10ωmax)
(femtosecond time scale)
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accurate

“not so” accurate

BOMD: C2H6

Need of accurate self-consistency

Many ways to make the self consistent loop “cheaper”:  
Car-Parrinello MD, Car-Parrinello-like BOMD, wave function extrapolation, ...

T. Kühne, et al.  PRL 98, 066401 (2007); Steneteg et al., PRB 82, 075110 (2010); others



• Extended Lagrangian: add (fictitious) degrees of freedom for the 
electrons in the Lagrangian and solve coupled equations of motion

A bit about Car-Parrinello MD
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• Extended Lagrangian: add (fictitious) degrees of freedom for the 
electrons in the Lagrangian and solve coupled equations of motion

A bit about Car-Parrinello MD

• Adiabatic separation: fictitious mass of the electrons need to be 
very small ⇒ smaller time step

• Electrons “follow” nuclei - avoids self consistency calculation at 
every step 
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How to get more realistic simulations?

• Some possibilities:

• Simulate conditions that are experimentally accessible: 
control temperature and/or pressure

• Nuclei are not classical particles:  
include their quantum nature in the simulations  

• Enhance sampling of potential energy surface 



Conditions that we can simulate
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Conditions that we can simulate

• Microcanonical (NVE) ensemble: Number of particles, Volume, 
and total Energy are conserved

• Natural ensemble to simulate molecular dynamics (follows 
directly from Hamilton’s equation of motion

• Canonical (NVT) ensemble: Number of particles, Volume, and 
Temperature are conserved

• System in contact with a heat bath (discussed later on)

• Isothermic-Isobaric (NPT) ensemble: Number of particles, 
Pressure, and Temperature are conserved

“Computer experiment”: equilibrate system and measure



• The idea: couple the system to a thermostat (heat bath)

• Interesting because:

• Experiments are usually done at constant temperature

• Better modeling of conformational changes

Temperature control: the canonical ensemble

System

Bath

Energy is 
not conserved

Energy is 
conserved



Temperature definition
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Few words on newtonian vs. Langevin dynamics

Newtonian dynamics
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Heavy(er) body in a solvent (or gas)
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• In thermal equilibrium, drag of the friction and kicks of the random 
noise balance each other - Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT) 
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How to model a thermostat: first ideas

• Temperature rescaling: Berendsen “thermostat”

• Rescale velocities by a factor containing the ratio of target and 
instant temperature 

• Does not sample the canonical ensemble (wrong temperature 
distribution)

• “Flying ice-cube” effect: rotations and translations acquire high Ekin 
and vibrations are frozen 

H. J. C. Berendsen, et al. J. Chem. Phys. 81 3684 (1984)
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H. J. C. Berendsen, et al. J. Chem. Phys. 81 3684 (1984)

• Simple stochastic idea: Andersen thermostat

• At each nth time-step, replace velocity of a random particle by one 
drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at target 
temperature

• Not very efficient, no conserved quantity

• Very sensitive on n H. C. Andersen, J. Chem. Phys. 72, 2384 (1980)
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Extended Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian):

Nosé-Hoover thermostat
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Extended Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian):

Nosé-Hoover thermostat

Original system Fictitious Oscillator

• Ergodicity problems - system may be stuck in a region of phase space

• Possible solution: Nosé-Hoover chains 
Attach another fictitious oscillator to the first, and another to the 
second, and another to the third, ... (chain of fictitious oscillators)

Martyna, Klein, Tuckerman, J. Chem. Phys. 97, 2635 (1992)
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G. Bussi, D. Donadio, and M. Parrinello, J. Chem. Phys. 126, 014101 (2007).

Combine concepts from velocity rescaling (fast!) with
concepts from stochastic thermostats (accurate!)

Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello thermostat

Target temperature follows a stochastic differential equation:
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• Very successful thermostat, weakly dependent on relaxation time τ

• Pseudo-Hamiltonian is conserved
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• Sensitive on γ

• For systems spanning a wide range of frequencies, how to 
achieve the “best” critical damping?

• Disturbs dynamics considerably
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Colored noise thermostats

Extremely flexible class of thermostats based on the  
Generalized Langevin Equation (GLE)
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where ⇠ is an array of uncorrelated Gaussian noises, V 0
(R) is the gradient of the potential (that can be, e.g.,

VBO) and the Ap and Bp are matrices that obey the relation

ApCp +CpA
T
p = BpB

T
p , (9)

where Cp is the covariance matrix defined as Cp = h(p, s)T (p, s)i. By integrating out the s degrees of
freedom, one gets dynamics of a non-Markovian process in the physical variables, with the EOM given by

˙R = p/m (10)

ṗ = �@V

@R
�
Z t

1
K(t� ⌧)p(⌧) + ⇣(t), (11)

where ⇣(t) is a correlated noise and K(t � ⌧) is a frequency dependent memory kernel which depends on
Ap. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem (and canonical sampling) is obeyed if h⇣(t)⇣(0)i = kBTK(t). The
freedom to fit and choose Ap and Cp (so that Bp is automatically defined), and even break the fluctuation-
dissipation relation, is what renders this type of thermostat so flexible. It is possible to simulate a quantum
bath [67] by modeling the frequency dependent quantum fluctuations of the degrees of freedom. This later
property can also be used in connection to path integral molecular dynamics [23] to perform converged
simulations with only a few beads (explained in the next section).

4.2.3 Path-integral molecular dynamics

The Feynman path integral formalism [14] is the current method of choice to simulate nuclear quantum
effects. Large systems can be treated with this formalism, and it can, in principle, be exact. Usually,
exchange effects are ignored and the nuclei are treated as distinguishable particles. Exploring the fact
that the quantum time propagator [exp(i ˆHt)] is equal to the quantum density matrix [exp(�� ˆH), where
� = 1/(kBT )] at imaginary time i�~, one can rewrite quantum mechanics in the path integral formalism.
The observables in quantum mechanics can be evaluated as quantum thermodynamical averages, provided
that the partition function is known. The canonical partition function Z =Tr[exp(�� ˆH)] can be calculated by
performing a Trotter factorization [68] of the trace, producing,

Z ⇡ 1

(2⇡~)NP

Z

dpNP

Z

dRNP
exp

�HP (R,p)

PkBT

�

, (12)

where P is the so called Trotter number, corresponding to the number of identities introduced to factorize
the trace. The non-commuting nature of the position and momentum operators gives rise to HP , which
is nothing more than a classical ring-polymer Hamiltonian consisting of P “beads” connected by harmonic
springs. It is given by

HP (R,p) =
N
X

I

P
X

k

"

[p(k)
I ]

2
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+
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12

• Markovian (no memory) process in high dimensions
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• Markovian (no memory) process in high dimensions
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freedom, one gets dynamics of a non-Markovian process in the physical variables, with the EOM given by
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freedom to fit and choose Ap and Cp (so that Bp is automatically defined), and even break the fluctuation-
dissipation relation, is what renders this type of thermostat so flexible. It is possible to simulate a quantum
bath [67] by modeling the frequency dependent quantum fluctuations of the degrees of freedom. This later
property can also be used in connection to path integral molecular dynamics [23] to perform converged
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The Feynman path integral formalism [14] is the current method of choice to simulate nuclear quantum
effects. Large systems can be treated with this formalism, and it can, in principle, be exact. Usually,
exchange effects are ignored and the nuclei are treated as distinguishable particles. Exploring the fact
that the quantum time propagator [exp(i ˆHt)] is equal to the quantum density matrix [exp(�� ˆH), where
� = 1/(kBT )] at imaginary time i�~, one can rewrite quantum mechanics in the path integral formalism.
The observables in quantum mechanics can be evaluated as quantum thermodynamical averages, provided
that the partition function is known. The canonical partition function Z =Tr[exp(�� ˆH)] can be calculated by
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where P is the so called Trotter number, corresponding to the number of identities introduced to factorize
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Colored noise thermostats
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Generalized Langevin Equation (GLE)
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Colored noise thermostats

• Quite complex input matrices Ap (and Cp), connected by:
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covariance 
matrix 

• However, flexible:

• For canonical sampling, Cp = 1kBT and FDT is obeyed

• For other samplings one can break FDT

• What can you model?

• Nuclear quantum effects, excitation of single modes

• Make “Path Integral Molecular Dynamics” computationally 
cheaper Ceriotti, Manolopoulos, Parinello, JCP 134, 084104 (2011)



• Definition of pressure:

• Similar schemes for barostats: pressure rescaling (Berendsen), 
extended Lagrangian (Parrinello-Rahman, Andersen), ...

• Use thermostat together with a barostat to control pressure 
and temperature

Pressure control: Isobaric-isothermic ensemble
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• Relationship between the statistical properties of a quantum system and those 
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• PIMD uses ring polymer trajectories to calculate exact (static) averages
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• PIMD uses ring polymer trajectories to calculate exact (static) averages
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spectra, rate constants, diffusion coefficients, etc.
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Applications of AIMD and PIMD

• Can be equally applied to solid-state, atoms, and molecules

• Phase transitions, diffusion coefficients, IR spectra, NMR, 
reaction paths, free energies of structures and reactions, etc.

Recent review on AIMD: 
B. Kirchner, Ph. J. di Dio, and J. Hutter, Real-World Predictions from Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics 
Simulations, Top. Curr. Chem., (2012), 307, 109-154
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Structure and Dynamics of a Proton Wire: A Theoretical Study of H+
Translocation along the Single-File Water Chain in the Gramicidin
A Channel

Regis Pomes and Benoit Roux
Groupe de Recherche en Transport Membranaire, Departements de Physique et de Chimie, Universit6 de Montr6al, Montr6al,
Qu6bec H3C 3J7 Canada

ABSTRACT The rapid translocation of H+ along a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules, or proton wire, is thought to
be an important mechanism for proton permeation through transmembrane channels. Computer simulations are used to
study the properties of the proton wire formed by the single-file waters in the gramicidin A channel. The model includes the
polypeptidic dimer, with 22 water molecules and one excess proton. The dissociation of the water molecules is taken into
account by the "polarization model" of Stillinger and co-workers. The importance of quantum effects due to the light mass
of the hydrogen nuclei is examined with the use of discretized Feynman path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Results
show that the presence of an excess proton in the pore orients the single-file water molecules and affects the geometry of
water-water hydrogen bonding interactions. Rather than a well-defined hydronium ion OH' in the single-file region, the
protonated species is characterized by a strong hydrogen bond resembling that of 02H5 . The quantum dispersion of protons

has a small but significant effect on the equilibrium structure of the hydrogen-bonded water chain. During classical
trajectories, proton transfer between consecutive water molecules is a very fast spontaneous process that takes place in the
subpicosecond time scale. The translocation along extended regions of the chain takes place neither via a totally concerted
mechanism in which the donor-acceptor pattern would flip over the entire chain in a single step, nor via a succession of
incoherent hops between well-defined intermediates. Rather, proton transfer in the wire is a semicollective process that
results from the subtle interplay of rapid hydrogen-bond length fluctuations along the water chain. These rapid structural
fluctuations of the protonated single file of waters around an average position and the slow movements of the average
position of the excess proton along the channel axis occur on two very different time scales. Ultimately, it is the slow
reorganization of hydrogen bonds between single-file water molecules and channel backbone carbonyl groups that, by
affecting the connectivity and the dynamics of the single-file water chain, also limits the translocation of the proton across the
pore.

INTRODUCTION
Unique properties are displayed by proton translocation
phenomena across biological membranes, implying that the
mechanism underlying the conduction of protons is radi-
cally different from that of other ions (Levitt, 1984). Trans-
port through the simple transmembrane channel formed by
the gramicidin A molecule (GA) offers a particularly strik-
ing example of this phenomenon (Hladky and Haydon,
1972). The measured channel conductance to H+ (530
pmho; see Akeson and Deamer, 1991) is more than 15 times
that to potassium (29 pmho). [The maximum conductance
to K+ is approximately 29 pmho, based on previous exper-
imental results (Hladky and Haydon, 1972; Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981; see also Roux and Karplus, 1991).] As
shown in Table 1, such a difference is much larger than
would be expected simply from the ratio of the mobility of
these ions in bulk water. This is all the more remarkable,
because the size of K+ is similar to that of a hydronium ion
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OH+. In fact, diffusion constants inside the pore deduced
from experimental data suggest that protons move almost
eight times as fast as water molecules themselves (see Table
1). Because of the narrowness of the pore, permeating
waters or ions cannot pass each other inside the GA channel,
and they must move in single file (Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981). The transport of a cation such as potas-
sium is limited by the displacement of the single file of
water molecules inside the channel; as shown in Table 1, the
estimated diffusion constants of potassium ion or a water
molecule inside the channel are nearly equivalent. In con-
trast, translocation of a proton does not in principle require
the displacement of the single file of water molecules.
Instead, the rapid translocation of protons across the GA
channel is thought to occur through a succession of hops
along the single file of hydrogen-bonded water molecules,
which acts effectively as a proton wire (Hille, 1992).
The concept of proton wires was first introduced by

Nagle and Morowitz to account for the fast conductance of
protons along chains of hydrogen-bonded protonable groups
in biological systems (Nagle and Morowitz, 1978) and
includes the single file of water molecules that fill the
narrow channels of transmembrane pores such as the GA
channel (Akeson and Deamer, 1991). However, the biolog-
ical relevance of water proton wires extends beyond the
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
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the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
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A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
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potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
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(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
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ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.
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Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Structure and Dynamics of a Proton Wire: A Theoretical Study of H+
Translocation along the Single-File Water Chain in the Gramicidin
A Channel

Regis Pomes and Benoit Roux
Groupe de Recherche en Transport Membranaire, Departements de Physique et de Chimie, Universit6 de Montr6al, Montr6al,
Qu6bec H3C 3J7 Canada

ABSTRACT The rapid translocation of H+ along a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules, or proton wire, is thought to
be an important mechanism for proton permeation through transmembrane channels. Computer simulations are used to
study the properties of the proton wire formed by the single-file waters in the gramicidin A channel. The model includes the
polypeptidic dimer, with 22 water molecules and one excess proton. The dissociation of the water molecules is taken into
account by the "polarization model" of Stillinger and co-workers. The importance of quantum effects due to the light mass
of the hydrogen nuclei is examined with the use of discretized Feynman path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Results
show that the presence of an excess proton in the pore orients the single-file water molecules and affects the geometry of
water-water hydrogen bonding interactions. Rather than a well-defined hydronium ion OH' in the single-file region, the
protonated species is characterized by a strong hydrogen bond resembling that of 02H5 . The quantum dispersion of protons

has a small but significant effect on the equilibrium structure of the hydrogen-bonded water chain. During classical
trajectories, proton transfer between consecutive water molecules is a very fast spontaneous process that takes place in the
subpicosecond time scale. The translocation along extended regions of the chain takes place neither via a totally concerted
mechanism in which the donor-acceptor pattern would flip over the entire chain in a single step, nor via a succession of
incoherent hops between well-defined intermediates. Rather, proton transfer in the wire is a semicollective process that
results from the subtle interplay of rapid hydrogen-bond length fluctuations along the water chain. These rapid structural
fluctuations of the protonated single file of waters around an average position and the slow movements of the average
position of the excess proton along the channel axis occur on two very different time scales. Ultimately, it is the slow
reorganization of hydrogen bonds between single-file water molecules and channel backbone carbonyl groups that, by
affecting the connectivity and the dynamics of the single-file water chain, also limits the translocation of the proton across the
pore.

INTRODUCTION
Unique properties are displayed by proton translocation
phenomena across biological membranes, implying that the
mechanism underlying the conduction of protons is radi-
cally different from that of other ions (Levitt, 1984). Trans-
port through the simple transmembrane channel formed by
the gramicidin A molecule (GA) offers a particularly strik-
ing example of this phenomenon (Hladky and Haydon,
1972). The measured channel conductance to H+ (530
pmho; see Akeson and Deamer, 1991) is more than 15 times
that to potassium (29 pmho). [The maximum conductance
to K+ is approximately 29 pmho, based on previous exper-
imental results (Hladky and Haydon, 1972; Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981; see also Roux and Karplus, 1991).] As
shown in Table 1, such a difference is much larger than
would be expected simply from the ratio of the mobility of
these ions in bulk water. This is all the more remarkable,
because the size of K+ is similar to that of a hydronium ion
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OH+. In fact, diffusion constants inside the pore deduced
from experimental data suggest that protons move almost
eight times as fast as water molecules themselves (see Table
1). Because of the narrowness of the pore, permeating
waters or ions cannot pass each other inside the GA channel,
and they must move in single file (Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981). The transport of a cation such as potas-
sium is limited by the displacement of the single file of
water molecules inside the channel; as shown in Table 1, the
estimated diffusion constants of potassium ion or a water
molecule inside the channel are nearly equivalent. In con-
trast, translocation of a proton does not in principle require
the displacement of the single file of water molecules.
Instead, the rapid translocation of protons across the GA
channel is thought to occur through a succession of hops
along the single file of hydrogen-bonded water molecules,
which acts effectively as a proton wire (Hille, 1992).
The concept of proton wires was first introduced by

Nagle and Morowitz to account for the fast conductance of
protons along chains of hydrogen-bonded protonable groups
in biological systems (Nagle and Morowitz, 1978) and
includes the single file of water molecules that fill the
narrow channels of transmembrane pores such as the GA
channel (Akeson and Deamer, 1991). However, the biolog-
ical relevance of water proton wires extends beyond the
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)

ΔA ¼
Z

mD

mH

dmZ

!
hKvðmZÞi − hKlðmZÞi

mZ

"
; [3]
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Structure and Dynamics of a Proton Wire: A Theoretical Study of H+
Translocation along the Single-File Water Chain in the Gramicidin
A Channel
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ABSTRACT The rapid translocation of H+ along a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules, or proton wire, is thought to
be an important mechanism for proton permeation through transmembrane channels. Computer simulations are used to
study the properties of the proton wire formed by the single-file waters in the gramicidin A channel. The model includes the
polypeptidic dimer, with 22 water molecules and one excess proton. The dissociation of the water molecules is taken into
account by the "polarization model" of Stillinger and co-workers. The importance of quantum effects due to the light mass
of the hydrogen nuclei is examined with the use of discretized Feynman path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Results
show that the presence of an excess proton in the pore orients the single-file water molecules and affects the geometry of
water-water hydrogen bonding interactions. Rather than a well-defined hydronium ion OH' in the single-file region, the
protonated species is characterized by a strong hydrogen bond resembling that of 02H5 . The quantum dispersion of protons

has a small but significant effect on the equilibrium structure of the hydrogen-bonded water chain. During classical
trajectories, proton transfer between consecutive water molecules is a very fast spontaneous process that takes place in the
subpicosecond time scale. The translocation along extended regions of the chain takes place neither via a totally concerted
mechanism in which the donor-acceptor pattern would flip over the entire chain in a single step, nor via a succession of
incoherent hops between well-defined intermediates. Rather, proton transfer in the wire is a semicollective process that
results from the subtle interplay of rapid hydrogen-bond length fluctuations along the water chain. These rapid structural
fluctuations of the protonated single file of waters around an average position and the slow movements of the average
position of the excess proton along the channel axis occur on two very different time scales. Ultimately, it is the slow
reorganization of hydrogen bonds between single-file water molecules and channel backbone carbonyl groups that, by
affecting the connectivity and the dynamics of the single-file water chain, also limits the translocation of the proton across the
pore.

INTRODUCTION
Unique properties are displayed by proton translocation
phenomena across biological membranes, implying that the
mechanism underlying the conduction of protons is radi-
cally different from that of other ions (Levitt, 1984). Trans-
port through the simple transmembrane channel formed by
the gramicidin A molecule (GA) offers a particularly strik-
ing example of this phenomenon (Hladky and Haydon,
1972). The measured channel conductance to H+ (530
pmho; see Akeson and Deamer, 1991) is more than 15 times
that to potassium (29 pmho). [The maximum conductance
to K+ is approximately 29 pmho, based on previous exper-
imental results (Hladky and Haydon, 1972; Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981; see also Roux and Karplus, 1991).] As
shown in Table 1, such a difference is much larger than
would be expected simply from the ratio of the mobility of
these ions in bulk water. This is all the more remarkable,
because the size of K+ is similar to that of a hydronium ion
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OH+. In fact, diffusion constants inside the pore deduced
from experimental data suggest that protons move almost
eight times as fast as water molecules themselves (see Table
1). Because of the narrowness of the pore, permeating
waters or ions cannot pass each other inside the GA channel,
and they must move in single file (Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981). The transport of a cation such as potas-
sium is limited by the displacement of the single file of
water molecules inside the channel; as shown in Table 1, the
estimated diffusion constants of potassium ion or a water
molecule inside the channel are nearly equivalent. In con-
trast, translocation of a proton does not in principle require
the displacement of the single file of water molecules.
Instead, the rapid translocation of protons across the GA
channel is thought to occur through a succession of hops
along the single file of hydrogen-bonded water molecules,
which acts effectively as a proton wire (Hille, 1992).
The concept of proton wires was first introduced by

Nagle and Morowitz to account for the fast conductance of
protons along chains of hydrogen-bonded protonable groups
in biological systems (Nagle and Morowitz, 1978) and
includes the single file of water molecules that fill the
narrow channels of transmembrane pores such as the GA
channel (Akeson and Deamer, 1991). However, the biolog-
ical relevance of water proton wires extends beyond the
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
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H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
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Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)

ΔA ¼
Z

mD

mH

dmZ

!
hKvðmZÞi − hKlðmZÞi

mZ

"
; [3]
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to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
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tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
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much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
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in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).
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The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as
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¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)
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We report ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of hydrogen and deuterium adsorbed on
and absorbed in the Pd(100) surface at 100 K. Significant quantum nuclear effects are found by comparing
with conventional ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with classical nuclei. For on-surface adsorption,
hydrogen resides higher above the surface when quantum nuclear effects are included, an effect which brings
the computed height into better agreement with experimental measurements. For sub-surface absorption,
the classical and quantum simulations differ in an even more significant manner: the classically stable
subsurface tetrahedral position is unstable when quantum nuclear effects are accounted for. This study
provides insight that aids in the interpretation of experimental results and, more generally, underscores that
despite the computational cost ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of surface and
subsurface adsorption are now feasible.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The adsorption and absorption of hydrogen at palladium surfaces
has great implications to a broad range of disciplines such as catalysis,
nuclear materials, energy storage and superconductivity [1–3], to
name a few. As a result a considerable body of work has been devoted
to understanding at the atomic scale the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen at palladium surfaces [4–11]. It is generally accepted that
palladium dissociates hydrogen molecules at its surfaces without
appreciable activation energies, and that on-surface adsorption is
favored over subsurface absorption which in turn is favored over bulk
(interstitial site) absorption. Nonetheless, fundamental issues such as
the adsorption and absorption positions are contentious, particularly
the questions regarding how high above the surface or where below
the surface the hydrogen atoms reside [12–17]. Despite the seeming
simplicity of these questions, an accurate description of the specific
hydrogen positions has proven challenging, not least because of the
significant quantum nature of hydrogen atoms at surfaces (see e.g. ref.
[18]).

Taking Pd(100) as an example, considerable experimental effort
has been devoted to investigating the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen and its isotopes. Many studies [19–22], such as low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), have found that hydrogen chemisorbs at the surface four-fold
hollow site (4 F), as shown in Fig. 1; few however could provide direct

information on the height of hydrogen above the surface. By means of
helium scattering, Rieder et al. [12] found that hydrogen adsorption at
110 K leads to the formation of a p(1×1) ordered phase at one
monolayer (ML) coverage and a c(2×2) phase at 0.5 ML. They
estimated that the normal distance from a hydrogen atom at the 4 F
site to the topmost Pd layer (d0) is ~0.35 Å and 0.65–0.70 Å for the p
(1×1) and c(2×2) phases, respectively. By using a transmission
channeling technique, Besenbacher et al. [13] found similar adsorp-
tion patterns for deuterium (D) at ~130 K, and they measured d0 to
be 0.3±0.05 Å or 0.45±0.15 Å for a p(1×1) phase or a c(2×2) phase,
respectively.

Experiments have also suggested the existence of stable subsur-
face hydrogen atoms at low temperatures. The subsurface hydrogen
atoms are believed to be more reactive than the surface hydrogen
atoms, and thus have important implications in low temperature
catalytic hydrogenation reactions [23–25]. In a series of experiments
by Aruga et al. [26–29], mechanismsofHandDabsorptionwereprobed
with temperature-programmed desorption and high-resolution EELS.
Of particular interest is that below 120 K, the absorption coefficient
is independent of temperature and quantum tunneling was suggested
to be dominant in the process. It was also proposed that the absorbed
atom lies at the tetrahedral (Td) sites just beneath the surface (Fig. 1)
with a ~1 ML coverage.

Whilst it can be difficult to determine the precise surface (and
especially subsurface) hydrogen positions from experiments, ab initio
calculations provide a useful tool in this regard. By using density
functional theory (DFT), many authors [8,14,30] found that the
subsurface Td site is actually less favorable (by ~0.2 eV per H) than
the subsurface octahedral (Oh) site where the H atom absorbs near
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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ABSTRACT The rapid translocation of H+ along a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules, or proton wire, is thought to
be an important mechanism for proton permeation through transmembrane channels. Computer simulations are used to
study the properties of the proton wire formed by the single-file waters in the gramicidin A channel. The model includes the
polypeptidic dimer, with 22 water molecules and one excess proton. The dissociation of the water molecules is taken into
account by the "polarization model" of Stillinger and co-workers. The importance of quantum effects due to the light mass
of the hydrogen nuclei is examined with the use of discretized Feynman path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Results
show that the presence of an excess proton in the pore orients the single-file water molecules and affects the geometry of
water-water hydrogen bonding interactions. Rather than a well-defined hydronium ion OH' in the single-file region, the
protonated species is characterized by a strong hydrogen bond resembling that of 02H5 . The quantum dispersion of protons

has a small but significant effect on the equilibrium structure of the hydrogen-bonded water chain. During classical
trajectories, proton transfer between consecutive water molecules is a very fast spontaneous process that takes place in the
subpicosecond time scale. The translocation along extended regions of the chain takes place neither via a totally concerted
mechanism in which the donor-acceptor pattern would flip over the entire chain in a single step, nor via a succession of
incoherent hops between well-defined intermediates. Rather, proton transfer in the wire is a semicollective process that
results from the subtle interplay of rapid hydrogen-bond length fluctuations along the water chain. These rapid structural
fluctuations of the protonated single file of waters around an average position and the slow movements of the average
position of the excess proton along the channel axis occur on two very different time scales. Ultimately, it is the slow
reorganization of hydrogen bonds between single-file water molecules and channel backbone carbonyl groups that, by
affecting the connectivity and the dynamics of the single-file water chain, also limits the translocation of the proton across the
pore.

INTRODUCTION
Unique properties are displayed by proton translocation
phenomena across biological membranes, implying that the
mechanism underlying the conduction of protons is radi-
cally different from that of other ions (Levitt, 1984). Trans-
port through the simple transmembrane channel formed by
the gramicidin A molecule (GA) offers a particularly strik-
ing example of this phenomenon (Hladky and Haydon,
1972). The measured channel conductance to H+ (530
pmho; see Akeson and Deamer, 1991) is more than 15 times
that to potassium (29 pmho). [The maximum conductance
to K+ is approximately 29 pmho, based on previous exper-
imental results (Hladky and Haydon, 1972; Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981; see also Roux and Karplus, 1991).] As
shown in Table 1, such a difference is much larger than
would be expected simply from the ratio of the mobility of
these ions in bulk water. This is all the more remarkable,
because the size of K+ is similar to that of a hydronium ion
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OH+. In fact, diffusion constants inside the pore deduced
from experimental data suggest that protons move almost
eight times as fast as water molecules themselves (see Table
1). Because of the narrowness of the pore, permeating
waters or ions cannot pass each other inside the GA channel,
and they must move in single file (Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981). The transport of a cation such as potas-
sium is limited by the displacement of the single file of
water molecules inside the channel; as shown in Table 1, the
estimated diffusion constants of potassium ion or a water
molecule inside the channel are nearly equivalent. In con-
trast, translocation of a proton does not in principle require
the displacement of the single file of water molecules.
Instead, the rapid translocation of protons across the GA
channel is thought to occur through a succession of hops
along the single file of hydrogen-bonded water molecules,
which acts effectively as a proton wire (Hille, 1992).
The concept of proton wires was first introduced by

Nagle and Morowitz to account for the fast conductance of
protons along chains of hydrogen-bonded protonable groups
in biological systems (Nagle and Morowitz, 1978) and
includes the single file of water molecules that fill the
narrow channels of transmembrane pores such as the GA
channel (Akeson and Deamer, 1991). However, the biolog-
ical relevance of water proton wires extends beyond the
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)

ΔA ¼
Z

mD

mH

dmZ

!
hKvðmZÞi − hKlðmZÞi

mZ

"
; [3]
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)
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We report ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of hydrogen and deuterium adsorbed on
and absorbed in the Pd(100) surface at 100 K. Significant quantum nuclear effects are found by comparing
with conventional ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with classical nuclei. For on-surface adsorption,
hydrogen resides higher above the surface when quantum nuclear effects are included, an effect which brings
the computed height into better agreement with experimental measurements. For sub-surface absorption,
the classical and quantum simulations differ in an even more significant manner: the classically stable
subsurface tetrahedral position is unstable when quantum nuclear effects are accounted for. This study
provides insight that aids in the interpretation of experimental results and, more generally, underscores that
despite the computational cost ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of surface and
subsurface adsorption are now feasible.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The adsorption and absorption of hydrogen at palladium surfaces
has great implications to a broad range of disciplines such as catalysis,
nuclear materials, energy storage and superconductivity [1–3], to
name a few. As a result a considerable body of work has been devoted
to understanding at the atomic scale the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen at palladium surfaces [4–11]. It is generally accepted that
palladium dissociates hydrogen molecules at its surfaces without
appreciable activation energies, and that on-surface adsorption is
favored over subsurface absorption which in turn is favored over bulk
(interstitial site) absorption. Nonetheless, fundamental issues such as
the adsorption and absorption positions are contentious, particularly
the questions regarding how high above the surface or where below
the surface the hydrogen atoms reside [12–17]. Despite the seeming
simplicity of these questions, an accurate description of the specific
hydrogen positions has proven challenging, not least because of the
significant quantum nature of hydrogen atoms at surfaces (see e.g. ref.
[18]).

Taking Pd(100) as an example, considerable experimental effort
has been devoted to investigating the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen and its isotopes. Many studies [19–22], such as low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), have found that hydrogen chemisorbs at the surface four-fold
hollow site (4 F), as shown in Fig. 1; few however could provide direct

information on the height of hydrogen above the surface. By means of
helium scattering, Rieder et al. [12] found that hydrogen adsorption at
110 K leads to the formation of a p(1×1) ordered phase at one
monolayer (ML) coverage and a c(2×2) phase at 0.5 ML. They
estimated that the normal distance from a hydrogen atom at the 4 F
site to the topmost Pd layer (d0) is ~0.35 Å and 0.65–0.70 Å for the p
(1×1) and c(2×2) phases, respectively. By using a transmission
channeling technique, Besenbacher et al. [13] found similar adsorp-
tion patterns for deuterium (D) at ~130 K, and they measured d0 to
be 0.3±0.05 Å or 0.45±0.15 Å for a p(1×1) phase or a c(2×2) phase,
respectively.

Experiments have also suggested the existence of stable subsur-
face hydrogen atoms at low temperatures. The subsurface hydrogen
atoms are believed to be more reactive than the surface hydrogen
atoms, and thus have important implications in low temperature
catalytic hydrogenation reactions [23–25]. In a series of experiments
by Aruga et al. [26–29], mechanismsofHandDabsorptionwereprobed
with temperature-programmed desorption and high-resolution EELS.
Of particular interest is that below 120 K, the absorption coefficient
is independent of temperature and quantum tunneling was suggested
to be dominant in the process. It was also proposed that the absorbed
atom lies at the tetrahedral (Td) sites just beneath the surface (Fig. 1)
with a ~1 ML coverage.

Whilst it can be difficult to determine the precise surface (and
especially subsurface) hydrogen positions from experiments, ab initio
calculations provide a useful tool in this regard. By using density
functional theory (DFT), many authors [8,14,30] found that the
subsurface Td site is actually less favorable (by ~0.2 eV per H) than
the subsurface octahedral (Oh) site where the H atom absorbs near
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The adsorption and absorption of hydrogen at palladium surfaces
has great implications to a broad range of disciplines such as catalysis,
nuclear materials, energy storage and superconductivity [1–3], to
name a few. As a result a considerable body of work has been devoted
to understanding at the atomic scale the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen at palladium surfaces [4–11]. It is generally accepted that
palladium dissociates hydrogen molecules at its surfaces without
appreciable activation energies, and that on-surface adsorption is
favored over subsurface absorption which in turn is favored over bulk
(interstitial site) absorption. Nonetheless, fundamental issues such as
the adsorption and absorption positions are contentious, particularly
the questions regarding how high above the surface or where below
the surface the hydrogen atoms reside [12–17]. Despite the seeming
simplicity of these questions, an accurate description of the specific
hydrogen positions has proven challenging, not least because of the
significant quantum nature of hydrogen atoms at surfaces (see e.g. ref.
[18]).

Taking Pd(100) as an example, considerable experimental effort
has been devoted to investigating the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen and its isotopes. Many studies [19–22], such as low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), have found that hydrogen chemisorbs at the surface four-fold
hollow site (4 F), as shown in Fig. 1; few however could provide direct

information on the height of hydrogen above the surface. By means of
helium scattering, Rieder et al. [12] found that hydrogen adsorption at
110 K leads to the formation of a p(1×1) ordered phase at one
monolayer (ML) coverage and a c(2×2) phase at 0.5 ML. They
estimated that the normal distance from a hydrogen atom at the 4 F
site to the topmost Pd layer (d0) is ~0.35 Å and 0.65–0.70 Å for the p
(1×1) and c(2×2) phases, respectively. By using a transmission
channeling technique, Besenbacher et al. [13] found similar adsorp-
tion patterns for deuterium (D) at ~130 K, and they measured d0 to
be 0.3±0.05 Å or 0.45±0.15 Å for a p(1×1) phase or a c(2×2) phase,
respectively.

Experiments have also suggested the existence of stable subsur-
face hydrogen atoms at low temperatures. The subsurface hydrogen
atoms are believed to be more reactive than the surface hydrogen
atoms, and thus have important implications in low temperature
catalytic hydrogenation reactions [23–25]. In a series of experiments
by Aruga et al. [26–29], mechanismsofHandDabsorptionwereprobed
with temperature-programmed desorption and high-resolution EELS.
Of particular interest is that below 120 K, the absorption coefficient
is independent of temperature and quantum tunneling was suggested
to be dominant in the process. It was also proposed that the absorbed
atom lies at the tetrahedral (Td) sites just beneath the surface (Fig. 1)
with a ~1 ML coverage.

Whilst it can be difficult to determine the precise surface (and
especially subsurface) hydrogen positions from experiments, ab initio
calculations provide a useful tool in this regard. By using density
functional theory (DFT), many authors [8,14,30] found that the
subsurface Td site is actually less favorable (by ~0.2 eV per H) than
the subsurface octahedral (Oh) site where the H atom absorbs near
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The hydrogen bond (HB) is central to our understanding of the
properties of water. However, despite intense theoretical and
experimental study, it continues to hold some surprises. Here, we
show from an analysis of ab initio simulations that take proper
account of nuclear quantum effects that the hydrogen-bonded
protons in liquid water experience significant excursions in the
direction of the acceptor oxygen atoms. This generates a small but
nonnegligible fraction of transient autoprotolysis events that are
not seen in simulations with classical nuclei. These events are
associated with major rearrangements of the electronic density, as
revealed by an analysis of the computed Wannier centers and 1H
chemical shifts. We also show that the quantum fluctuations ex-
hibit significant correlations across neighboring HBs, consistent
with an ephemeral shuttling of protons along water wires. We
end by suggesting possible implications for our understanding of
how perturbations (solvated ions, interfaces, and confinement)
might affect the HB network in water.

path integral molecular dynamics | generalized Langevin equation
thermostat | ab initio liquid water

Despite its apparent simplicity, liquid water exhibits a number
of anomalous properties, such as a decrease in density on

freezing, an isobaric density maximum, and its unusually high
dielectric constant and heat capacity (1). These, together with its
unquestionable importance for climate and life on Earth, have
made this substance a subject of intense research by both experi-
ments and simulations.
The central concept that has been used to rationalize the

peculiar behavior of water is that of the hydrogen bond (HB) (2).
The nature of this bond in water has been studied in depth by
atomistic computer simulations, which have investigated how it is
affected by ionic and electronic polarizability (3, 4), pressure and
temperature (5, 6), and nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) (7–9).
Furthermore, ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been used to shed light on autoionization (10, 11), a process
with profound implications for the chemistry of aqueous solutions.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of NQEs on the HB in

pure water, finding a qualitative increase in fluctuations that
leads to a partial dissociation of the covalent O–H bond. The
weakening of this covalent bond in the presence of hydrogen
bonding is consistent with the red shift of the stretching mode of
water upon condensation, as well as with recent experiments
demonstrating that selectively exciting the O–H stretch in water
leads to a pronounced delocalization of the proton toward the
acceptor oxygen atom (12). However, the role of NQEs in gov-
erning the extent of this delocalization has not been investigated
before now.
Our analysis is based on MD simulations of water at different

thermodynamic state points, with an ab initio description of the
interactions among the nuclei. We also account fully for the
quantum nature of the nuclear motion, using a recently de-
veloped combination of imaginary time path integral and colored
noise thermostating techniques (13–15). The efficiency of this
combination allows us to investigate the statistics of the quantum

HB fluctuations in ab initio water in far more detail than has
been possible before. The use of an ab initio description of the
chemical bonding also allows us to investigate the correlation
between HB fluctuations and electronic rearrangements, as
well as to comment on the implications of our findings for 1H
NMR spectroscopy.

Results
Structural Fluctuations of HBs in Water. The analysis we perform
requires the definition of one or more structural parameters that
(i) clearly identify the protons involved in HBs and (ii) characterize
HB fluctuations in such a way that makes proton delocalization
apparent. The HB in water involves a hydrogen atom H, the oxy-
gen O to which it is covalently bound, and a second acceptor oxygen
atom O′. Different geometric definitions of the HB use various
combinations of the distances between these three atoms. Any
such combination contains a degree of arbitrariness, but the
essential requirement is simply that the probability density of the
chosen structural parameter(s) should be multimodal (16). It is
this multimodality that makes it possible to associate HBs with
a specific range of parameters in an unambiguous fashion.
The cO0OH angle α is often used as one of the parameters

because it discriminates well among different O′ atoms within
the first coordination shell of O. However, it is not very effective
in describing fluctuations of the proton, so a second coordinate is
needed. Rather than the O–O′ or H–O′ distance, we have chosen
to use the proton-transfer coordinate ν= dðO−HÞ− dðO′−HÞ,
a choice that proves to be particularly convenient, as we shall see
below. Fig. 1 shows that the joint probability density relative to

Significance

There is no doubt about the importance of liquid water for
climate and life on Earth. Correctly modeling the properties of
this substance is still a formidable challenge, however. Here,
we show, using state-of-the-art techniques that allow for
quantum mechanical effects in the motion of the electrons and
nuclei, that room-temperature water is not simply a molecular
liquid; its protons experience wild excursions along the hy-
drogen bond (HB) network driven by quantum fluctuations,
which result in an unexpectedly large probability of transient
autoionization events. Moreover, these events are strongly
correlated across neighboring bonds so that perturbations
disrupting the HB network (pressure, confinement, solvated
ions, and interfaces) could enhance in a concerted way their
impact on water’s behavior.
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properties of water. However, despite intense theoretical and
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show from an analysis of ab initio simulations that take proper
account of nuclear quantum effects that the hydrogen-bonded
protons in liquid water experience significant excursions in the
direction of the acceptor oxygen atoms. This generates a small but
nonnegligible fraction of transient autoprotolysis events that are
not seen in simulations with classical nuclei. These events are
associated with major rearrangements of the electronic density, as
revealed by an analysis of the computed Wannier centers and 1H
chemical shifts. We also show that the quantum fluctuations ex-
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made this substance a subject of intense research by both experi-
ments and simulations.
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peculiar behavior of water is that of the hydrogen bond (HB) (2).
The nature of this bond in water has been studied in depth by
atomistic computer simulations, which have investigated how it is
affected by ionic and electronic polarizability (3, 4), pressure and
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
crossed geometries21. M
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Taken as a whole, the data shown in Figs 2 and 3 provide
strong evidence that the electrons in metallic carbon nanotubes
constitute an LL. Future work will test other predictions of this
theory, such as tunnelling between LLs in end-to-end1 and in
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Explanations for the anomalously high mobility of protons in
liquid water beganwith Grotthuss's idea1,2 of `structural diffusion'
nearly two centuries ago. Subsequent explanations have reÆned
this concept by invoking thermal hopping3,4, proton tunnelling5,6

or solvation effects7. More recently, two main structural models
have emerged for the hydrated proton. Eigen8,9 proposed the
formation of an H9O

+
4 complex in which an H3O

+ core is strongly
hydrogen-bonded to threeH2Omolecules. Zundel10,11, meanwhile,
supported the notion of an H5O

+
2 complex in which the proton

is shared between two H2O molecules. Here we use ab initio path
integral12±14 simulations to address this question. These simu-
lations include time-independent equilibrium thermal and
quantum Øuctuations of all nuclei, and determine interatomic

interactions from the electronic structure. We Ænd that the
hydrated proton forms a Øuxional defect in the hydrogen-
bonded network, with both H9O

+
4 and H5O

+
2 occurring only in

the sense of `limiting' or `ideal' structures. The defect can become
delocalized over several hydrogen bonds owing to quantum
Øuctuations. Solvent polarization induces a small barrier to
proton transfer, which is washed out by zero-point motion. The
proton can consequently be considered part of a `low-barrier
hydrogen bond'15,16, in which tunnelling is negligible and the
simplest concepts of transition-state theory do not apply. The
rate of proton diffusion is determined by thermally induced
hydrogen-bond breaking in the second solvation shell.
Simulating an excess proton in liquid bulk water has proved to be

immensely challenging. Based on the efforts of numerous groups,
many insights into the microscopic nature of proton hydration
and diffusion have been deduced17±31,38. Structural diffusion2 as a
dynamical process was Ærst `seen' in microscopic detail in an ab
initio molecular dynamics study of D+ in D2O (ref. 23). It was seen
that proton diffusion does not occur via hydrodynamic Stokes
diffusion of a rigid complex, but via migration of a structural defect
due to a continual interconversion between covalent and hydrogen
bonds. Solvent Øuctuations modulate the proton transfer barrier
and preselect a migration path. The rate-limiting step is the
Øuctuation-induced breakage of a hydrogen bond between the
Ærst and second solvation shell of H3O

+, which reduces the coordi-
nation number of a water molecule in the Ærst solvation shell23. It
was subsequently suggested that quantum effects could potentially
be important for the rattling of the proton in the hydrogen bond24,
but it has recently been shown that this depends sensitively on a
qualitatively correct model for the interactions27.
The quantum-mechanical particle density `snapshots' from the

present simulations of the hydrated proton give a pictorial realiza-
tion of the structural diffusion process. Initially, the defect is
localized as anH9O

+
4 structure possessing anH3O

+ core that donates
three hydrogen bonds to neighbouring water molecules (Fig. 1a). In
the second frame (Fig. 1b), one of the three protons of the H3O

+

coremigrates along its hydrogen bond and forms an H5O
+
2 complex,

in which this proton becomes equally shared between two water
molecules. As the transfer is completed, an H9O

+
4 complex is formed

once again, but now centred on a neighbouring core molecule
(Fig. 1c). The onset of further migration is shown in Fig. 1d, where
the defect converts into another H5O

+
2 conÆguration. Overall

(Fig. 1a±d), the structural defect is displaced over a distance
corresponding to approximately twice the average water±water
distance, that is, about 5A  . Each individual particle, however,
moves by only a fraction of an a ngstro»m.
The controversial details of this process can be revealed by

examination of the two-dimensional distribution P(d, ROO) of the
displacement coordinate d à ROaH2RObH

of a given proton relative
to the instantaneous hydrogen-bond centre and the corresponding
bond distance ROO. (See Fig. 1 legend for nomenclature.) For the
analysis to be as unbiased as possible, we begin by including all
OaHOb triples, that is, all hydrogen bonds present in the periodic
sample. This distribution (not shown) is characterized by two
prominent peaks around Öd;ROOÜ< Ö6 0:9; 2:8Ü  A arising from
the hydrogen bonds of bulk water but is manifestly non-zero
around jdj< 0  A. This supports the existence of centrosymmetric
complexes, in which the proton is equally shared between two water
molecules, and thereby opposes a description solely in terms of
H3O

+ or H9O
+
4 complexes and/or proton transfer entirely associated

with tunnelling.
The analysis can be reÆned by excluding `irrelevant' hydrogen

bonds in a two-step procedure. First, the H3O
+
a defect site is located,

and only its three OaHOb triples are taken into account. Then, from
these three triples, the hydrogen bond with the smallest jdj is
selected, an intuitive choice based on events of the type in Fig. 1.
This second step focuses on the `most active proton', that is, the one
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Structure and Dynamics of a Proton Wire: A Theoretical Study of H+
Translocation along the Single-File Water Chain in the Gramicidin
A Channel
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ABSTRACT The rapid translocation of H+ along a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules, or proton wire, is thought to
be an important mechanism for proton permeation through transmembrane channels. Computer simulations are used to
study the properties of the proton wire formed by the single-file waters in the gramicidin A channel. The model includes the
polypeptidic dimer, with 22 water molecules and one excess proton. The dissociation of the water molecules is taken into
account by the "polarization model" of Stillinger and co-workers. The importance of quantum effects due to the light mass
of the hydrogen nuclei is examined with the use of discretized Feynman path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Results
show that the presence of an excess proton in the pore orients the single-file water molecules and affects the geometry of
water-water hydrogen bonding interactions. Rather than a well-defined hydronium ion OH' in the single-file region, the
protonated species is characterized by a strong hydrogen bond resembling that of 02H5 . The quantum dispersion of protons

has a small but significant effect on the equilibrium structure of the hydrogen-bonded water chain. During classical
trajectories, proton transfer between consecutive water molecules is a very fast spontaneous process that takes place in the
subpicosecond time scale. The translocation along extended regions of the chain takes place neither via a totally concerted
mechanism in which the donor-acceptor pattern would flip over the entire chain in a single step, nor via a succession of
incoherent hops between well-defined intermediates. Rather, proton transfer in the wire is a semicollective process that
results from the subtle interplay of rapid hydrogen-bond length fluctuations along the water chain. These rapid structural
fluctuations of the protonated single file of waters around an average position and the slow movements of the average
position of the excess proton along the channel axis occur on two very different time scales. Ultimately, it is the slow
reorganization of hydrogen bonds between single-file water molecules and channel backbone carbonyl groups that, by
affecting the connectivity and the dynamics of the single-file water chain, also limits the translocation of the proton across the
pore.

INTRODUCTION
Unique properties are displayed by proton translocation
phenomena across biological membranes, implying that the
mechanism underlying the conduction of protons is radi-
cally different from that of other ions (Levitt, 1984). Trans-
port through the simple transmembrane channel formed by
the gramicidin A molecule (GA) offers a particularly strik-
ing example of this phenomenon (Hladky and Haydon,
1972). The measured channel conductance to H+ (530
pmho; see Akeson and Deamer, 1991) is more than 15 times
that to potassium (29 pmho). [The maximum conductance
to K+ is approximately 29 pmho, based on previous exper-
imental results (Hladky and Haydon, 1972; Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981; see also Roux and Karplus, 1991).] As
shown in Table 1, such a difference is much larger than
would be expected simply from the ratio of the mobility of
these ions in bulk water. This is all the more remarkable,
because the size of K+ is similar to that of a hydronium ion
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OH+. In fact, diffusion constants inside the pore deduced
from experimental data suggest that protons move almost
eight times as fast as water molecules themselves (see Table
1). Because of the narrowness of the pore, permeating
waters or ions cannot pass each other inside the GA channel,
and they must move in single file (Finkelstein and
Andersen, 1981). The transport of a cation such as potas-
sium is limited by the displacement of the single file of
water molecules inside the channel; as shown in Table 1, the
estimated diffusion constants of potassium ion or a water
molecule inside the channel are nearly equivalent. In con-
trast, translocation of a proton does not in principle require
the displacement of the single file of water molecules.
Instead, the rapid translocation of protons across the GA
channel is thought to occur through a succession of hops
along the single file of hydrogen-bonded water molecules,
which acts effectively as a proton wire (Hille, 1992).
The concept of proton wires was first introduced by

Nagle and Morowitz to account for the fast conductance of
protons along chains of hydrogen-bonded protonable groups
in biological systems (Nagle and Morowitz, 1978) and
includes the single file of water molecules that fill the
narrow channels of transmembrane pores such as the GA
channel (Akeson and Deamer, 1991). However, the biolog-
ical relevance of water proton wires extends beyond the
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,

although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed
(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum
nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive
of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8). The influ-
ence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in
studies of gas-phase clusters (16–18, 22). Specifically, in water
clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken
the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weak-
ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.

Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K.
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Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which
hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases
of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The
small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum
mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and
tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects
are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for
the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen
bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sys-
tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecu-
lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond.
Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen
bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken
weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This
simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic
intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching.
A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be
made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely clas-
sical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen
bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nu-
clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening
of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a
broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic
potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear
effects.

Hydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for
example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible

for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the
condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contempor-
ary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the func-
tionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular
overlayers (1, 2). It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in
particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not
appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical
particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken
into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum
delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent
advances in experimental techniques and the development of
theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in
computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum
nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The
relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and
ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has
recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles
simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scat-
tering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14), a clear picture of
the impact of QNEs on the proton’s real space delocalization
and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing
the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and
consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.

QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and conse-
quently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, 15–19). In
H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect,
where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance,
and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature,
to change (20). The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an
elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D,
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(20, 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been dis-
cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, density-
functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs
are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution
function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance
(15). The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid
is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs.
In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the
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of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however,
that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite
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ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size
(16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these
various results within a single conceptual framework and identify
the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on
H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.

To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we
investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded
materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio mole-
cular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23–27)], reveal that the strength
of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will
have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and
HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds,
such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made
stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of
hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition
between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular
covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds)
and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken
H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as
explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range
of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for
H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic
quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cor-
relation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers
when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force
field-based studies of QNEs.
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Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we
use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT
code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in
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A path-integral Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of liquid water and ice is performed. It is
found that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects systematically improves the agreement of first-
principles simulations of liquid water with experiment. In addition, the proton momentum distribution is
computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown
that these results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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Because of the fundamental importance of water in the
physical and biological sciences, understanding its micro-
scopic structure is an issue of long-standing interest.
Elucidating the local environment of the protons is par-
ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen
bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the
behavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of
many properties when protons are substituted with deute-
rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of
heavy water (D2O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H2O)
water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water
(T2O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects desta-
bilize the hydrogen bond network.

Recently, the equilibrium state of the protons in water
and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering
experiments [2]. This technique measures the proton mo-
mentum distribution [3], thereby providing complementary
information to what is garnered from diffraction techniques
that measure the spatial correlations among the nuclear
positions [4–7]. Because of the noncommuting character
of position and momentum operators in quantum mechan-
ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the
local environment. In particular, the differences in the
momentum distribution of the solid and liquid water phases
reflect the breaking and distortion of hydrogen bonds that
occurs upon melting. In systems such as confined water
[8,9] and the quantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate
[10], the momentum distribution provides signatures of
tunneling and delocalization.

Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made
feasible by the Feynman path-integral representation of the
equilibrium density matrix at finite temperature. This ap-
proach has been used in conjunction with empirical force
fields in studies [11–13] showing that quantum fluctuations
soften the structure of liquid water. The effect is illustrated
by a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF)
compared to those generated from classical nuclei.
Interestingly, these works indicated that quantum nuclei
affect the structure in a similar way to a temperature
increase in a classical simulation. Recently, empirical force

fields have been employed within ‘‘open’’ path-integral
molecular dynamics methodologies to compute the proton
momentum distribution in ice and water [13–15]. The
calculated distribution, while in agreement with experi-
ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail
that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of
the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribu-
tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a
consequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond
network upon freezing.

To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in
ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study
of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the
nuclear potential energy surface is derived on the fly from
the instantaneous ground state of the electrons within
density functional theory (DFT). Our study is also moti-
vated by a previous, pioneering PI CPMD simulation of
liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive
conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the struc-
ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simu-
lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have
shown that such simulations generate an overstructured
liquid [12,18,19]. Consequently, nuclear quantum effects
would increase the discrepancy between experiment and
simulation. If correct, this result would have severe impli-
cations for the accuracy of current DFT approximations of
water.

In this work we use a combination of closed and open
Feynman paths to compute the pair correlation functions
and the momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is
significantly less structured than in computations utilizing
an identical electronic structure description with classical
nuclei, in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope
effects and previous force field studies. The computed
proton momentum distributions are in good agreement
with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based
studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid
observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining devia-
tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)

ΔA ¼
Z

mD

mH

dmZ

!
hKvðmZÞi − hKlðmZÞi

mZ

"
; [3]
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When two phases of water are at equilibrium, the ratio of hydro-
gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different
phase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized
to analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Herewe show
that equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantummechan-
ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magni-
tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the
predictions of a series of water models, we show that those
describing the OH chemical bond as rigid or harmonic greatly over-
predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that
account for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide
much more accurate results because of their ability to give partial
cancellation between inter- and intramolecular quantum effects.
These results give evidence of the existence of competing quantum
effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation
varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work
demonstrates that simulation can provide accurate predictions and
insights into hydrogen fractionation.

Water within Earth’s atmosphere is naturally composed of
the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium

(D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, and precipita-
tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to
their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios
in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number of
fortuitous consequences, which are utilized in hydrology and
geology. For instance, by comparing the ratio of H to D, one can
estimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at which
it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1,
2). Equilibrium fractionation, where the two phases are allowed
to equilibrate their H/D ratio, is entirely a consequence of the
effects of quantum mechanical fluctuations on water’s hydrogen
bond network. Quantum mechanical effects such as zero-point
energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its lower mass.

Despite numerous studies, the extent to which quantum fluc-
tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains a subject
of considerable debate. It has long been appreciated that one ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations in water is the disruption of hydro-
gen bonding, leading to destructuring of the liquid and faster
dynamics (3–6). However, more recent work has suggested that
a competing quantum effect may exist in water (7, 8), namely that
the quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it
to stretch and form shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds, which
partially cancels the disruptive effect. This hydrogen bond
strengthening has only been recently appreciated, as many origi-
nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or
harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe this behavior. The
degree of quantum effect cancellation depends sensitively on the
anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These
parameters tune the balance between the lower frequency hydro-
gen bonding disruption, which will dominate at lower tempera-
tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening
effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when rota-
tions become essentially classical.

If such a large degree of cancellation existed at ambient tem-
perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in terms of the bio-
logical effects of heavy water, which is only mildy toxic to humans

(9), as well as the ability to use heavy solvents in two-dimensional-
IR and NMR spectroscopies, where deuteration is assumed not
to dramatically alter the structure or dynamics observed. How-
ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
cal quantum models of water are typically fit to reproduce its
properties when used in path integral simulations and the two
ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a
consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation
studies compare the properties of water to those of its classical
counterpart, but classical water is physically unrealizable even at
relatively high temperatures, because water still has significant
quantum effects present in its vibrations.

In this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a sen-
sitive probe to assess the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef-
fects in water. Fractionation ratios can be directly related to
quantum kinetic energy differences between H and D in liquid
water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water
potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large
number of accurate experimental measurements of these ratios
allows for sensitive comparisons of theory and experiment over
a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show
what features are needed in a water model to accurately predict
these ratios by decomposing the contributions to the free energy
difference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a
simple explanation of the inversion of the fractionation ratios
seen experimentally at high temperatures, where D is favored
over H in the vapor phase (11).

Calculating Fractionation Ratios
The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v, is defined as

αl−v ¼
ðxD;l∕xH;lÞ
ðxD;v∕xH;vÞ

¼ e−ΔA∕kBT; [1]

where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid
phase, and v denotes the vapor phase. In the second equality, ΔA
is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process

H2OðlÞ þHODðvÞ ⇌ H2OðvÞ þHODðlÞ: [2]

In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the si-
tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000 times
less common than H. In this limit, we consider the free energy of
exchanging a single D atom in a vapor water molecule with an H
atom in a liquid water molecule, with all other molecules being
H2O. The free energy difference can be calculated from the ther-
modynamic integration expression (12)
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We report ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of hydrogen and deuterium adsorbed on
and absorbed in the Pd(100) surface at 100 K. Significant quantum nuclear effects are found by comparing
with conventional ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with classical nuclei. For on-surface adsorption,
hydrogen resides higher above the surface when quantum nuclear effects are included, an effect which brings
the computed height into better agreement with experimental measurements. For sub-surface absorption,
the classical and quantum simulations differ in an even more significant manner: the classically stable
subsurface tetrahedral position is unstable when quantum nuclear effects are accounted for. This study
provides insight that aids in the interpretation of experimental results and, more generally, underscores that
despite the computational cost ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations of surface and
subsurface adsorption are now feasible.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The adsorption and absorption of hydrogen at palladium surfaces
has great implications to a broad range of disciplines such as catalysis,
nuclear materials, energy storage and superconductivity [1–3], to
name a few. As a result a considerable body of work has been devoted
to understanding at the atomic scale the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen at palladium surfaces [4–11]. It is generally accepted that
palladium dissociates hydrogen molecules at its surfaces without
appreciable activation energies, and that on-surface adsorption is
favored over subsurface absorption which in turn is favored over bulk
(interstitial site) absorption. Nonetheless, fundamental issues such as
the adsorption and absorption positions are contentious, particularly
the questions regarding how high above the surface or where below
the surface the hydrogen atoms reside [12–17]. Despite the seeming
simplicity of these questions, an accurate description of the specific
hydrogen positions has proven challenging, not least because of the
significant quantum nature of hydrogen atoms at surfaces (see e.g. ref.
[18]).

Taking Pd(100) as an example, considerable experimental effort
has been devoted to investigating the adsorption and absorption of
hydrogen and its isotopes. Many studies [19–22], such as low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), have found that hydrogen chemisorbs at the surface four-fold
hollow site (4 F), as shown in Fig. 1; few however could provide direct

information on the height of hydrogen above the surface. By means of
helium scattering, Rieder et al. [12] found that hydrogen adsorption at
110 K leads to the formation of a p(1×1) ordered phase at one
monolayer (ML) coverage and a c(2×2) phase at 0.5 ML. They
estimated that the normal distance from a hydrogen atom at the 4 F
site to the topmost Pd layer (d0) is ~0.35 Å and 0.65–0.70 Å for the p
(1×1) and c(2×2) phases, respectively. By using a transmission
channeling technique, Besenbacher et al. [13] found similar adsorp-
tion patterns for deuterium (D) at ~130 K, and they measured d0 to
be 0.3±0.05 Å or 0.45±0.15 Å for a p(1×1) phase or a c(2×2) phase,
respectively.

Experiments have also suggested the existence of stable subsur-
face hydrogen atoms at low temperatures. The subsurface hydrogen
atoms are believed to be more reactive than the surface hydrogen
atoms, and thus have important implications in low temperature
catalytic hydrogenation reactions [23–25]. In a series of experiments
by Aruga et al. [26–29], mechanismsofHandDabsorptionwereprobed
with temperature-programmed desorption and high-resolution EELS.
Of particular interest is that below 120 K, the absorption coefficient
is independent of temperature and quantum tunneling was suggested
to be dominant in the process. It was also proposed that the absorbed
atom lies at the tetrahedral (Td) sites just beneath the surface (Fig. 1)
with a ~1 ML coverage.

Whilst it can be difficult to determine the precise surface (and
especially subsurface) hydrogen positions from experiments, ab initio
calculations provide a useful tool in this regard. By using density
functional theory (DFT), many authors [8,14,30] found that the
subsurface Td site is actually less favorable (by ~0.2 eV per H) than
the subsurface octahedral (Oh) site where the H atom absorbs near
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The hydrogen bond (HB) is central to our understanding of the
properties of water. However, despite intense theoretical and
experimental study, it continues to hold some surprises. Here, we
show from an analysis of ab initio simulations that take proper
account of nuclear quantum effects that the hydrogen-bonded
protons in liquid water experience significant excursions in the
direction of the acceptor oxygen atoms. This generates a small but
nonnegligible fraction of transient autoprotolysis events that are
not seen in simulations with classical nuclei. These events are
associated with major rearrangements of the electronic density, as
revealed by an analysis of the computed Wannier centers and 1H
chemical shifts. We also show that the quantum fluctuations ex-
hibit significant correlations across neighboring HBs, consistent
with an ephemeral shuttling of protons along water wires. We
end by suggesting possible implications for our understanding of
how perturbations (solvated ions, interfaces, and confinement)
might affect the HB network in water.

path integral molecular dynamics | generalized Langevin equation
thermostat | ab initio liquid water

Despite its apparent simplicity, liquid water exhibits a number
of anomalous properties, such as a decrease in density on

freezing, an isobaric density maximum, and its unusually high
dielectric constant and heat capacity (1). These, together with its
unquestionable importance for climate and life on Earth, have
made this substance a subject of intense research by both experi-
ments and simulations.
The central concept that has been used to rationalize the

peculiar behavior of water is that of the hydrogen bond (HB) (2).
The nature of this bond in water has been studied in depth by
atomistic computer simulations, which have investigated how it is
affected by ionic and electronic polarizability (3, 4), pressure and
temperature (5, 6), and nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) (7–9).
Furthermore, ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been used to shed light on autoionization (10, 11), a process
with profound implications for the chemistry of aqueous solutions.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of NQEs on the HB in

pure water, finding a qualitative increase in fluctuations that
leads to a partial dissociation of the covalent O–H bond. The
weakening of this covalent bond in the presence of hydrogen
bonding is consistent with the red shift of the stretching mode of
water upon condensation, as well as with recent experiments
demonstrating that selectively exciting the O–H stretch in water
leads to a pronounced delocalization of the proton toward the
acceptor oxygen atom (12). However, the role of NQEs in gov-
erning the extent of this delocalization has not been investigated
before now.
Our analysis is based on MD simulations of water at different

thermodynamic state points, with an ab initio description of the
interactions among the nuclei. We also account fully for the
quantum nature of the nuclear motion, using a recently de-
veloped combination of imaginary time path integral and colored
noise thermostating techniques (13–15). The efficiency of this
combination allows us to investigate the statistics of the quantum

HB fluctuations in ab initio water in far more detail than has
been possible before. The use of an ab initio description of the
chemical bonding also allows us to investigate the correlation
between HB fluctuations and electronic rearrangements, as
well as to comment on the implications of our findings for 1H
NMR spectroscopy.

Results
Structural Fluctuations of HBs in Water. The analysis we perform
requires the definition of one or more structural parameters that
(i) clearly identify the protons involved in HBs and (ii) characterize
HB fluctuations in such a way that makes proton delocalization
apparent. The HB in water involves a hydrogen atom H, the oxy-
gen O to which it is covalently bound, and a second acceptor oxygen
atom O′. Different geometric definitions of the HB use various
combinations of the distances between these three atoms. Any
such combination contains a degree of arbitrariness, but the
essential requirement is simply that the probability density of the
chosen structural parameter(s) should be multimodal (16). It is
this multimodality that makes it possible to associate HBs with
a specific range of parameters in an unambiguous fashion.
The cO0OH angle α is often used as one of the parameters

because it discriminates well among different O′ atoms within
the first coordination shell of O. However, it is not very effective
in describing fluctuations of the proton, so a second coordinate is
needed. Rather than the O–O′ or H–O′ distance, we have chosen
to use the proton-transfer coordinate ν= dðO−HÞ− dðO′−HÞ,
a choice that proves to be particularly convenient, as we shall see
below. Fig. 1 shows that the joint probability density relative to

Significance

There is no doubt about the importance of liquid water for
climate and life on Earth. Correctly modeling the properties of
this substance is still a formidable challenge, however. Here,
we show, using state-of-the-art techniques that allow for
quantum mechanical effects in the motion of the electrons and
nuclei, that room-temperature water is not simply a molecular
liquid; its protons experience wild excursions along the hy-
drogen bond (HB) network driven by quantum fluctuations,
which result in an unexpectedly large probability of transient
autoionization events. Moreover, these events are strongly
correlated across neighboring bonds so that perturbations
disrupting the HB network (pressure, confinement, solvated
ions, and interfaces) could enhance in a concerted way their
impact on water’s behavior.
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The hydrogen bond (HB) is central to our understanding of the
properties of water. However, despite intense theoretical and
experimental study, it continues to hold some surprises. Here, we
show from an analysis of ab initio simulations that take proper
account of nuclear quantum effects that the hydrogen-bonded
protons in liquid water experience significant excursions in the
direction of the acceptor oxygen atoms. This generates a small but
nonnegligible fraction of transient autoprotolysis events that are
not seen in simulations with classical nuclei. These events are
associated with major rearrangements of the electronic density, as
revealed by an analysis of the computed Wannier centers and 1H
chemical shifts. We also show that the quantum fluctuations ex-
hibit significant correlations across neighboring HBs, consistent
with an ephemeral shuttling of protons along water wires. We
end by suggesting possible implications for our understanding of
how perturbations (solvated ions, interfaces, and confinement)
might affect the HB network in water.

path integral molecular dynamics | generalized Langevin equation
thermostat | ab initio liquid water

Despite its apparent simplicity, liquid water exhibits a number
of anomalous properties, such as a decrease in density on

freezing, an isobaric density maximum, and its unusually high
dielectric constant and heat capacity (1). These, together with its
unquestionable importance for climate and life on Earth, have
made this substance a subject of intense research by both experi-
ments and simulations.
The central concept that has been used to rationalize the

peculiar behavior of water is that of the hydrogen bond (HB) (2).
The nature of this bond in water has been studied in depth by
atomistic computer simulations, which have investigated how it is
affected by ionic and electronic polarizability (3, 4), pressure and
temperature (5, 6), and nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) (7–9).
Furthermore, ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been used to shed light on autoionization (10, 11), a process
with profound implications for the chemistry of aqueous solutions.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of NQEs on the HB in

pure water, finding a qualitative increase in fluctuations that
leads to a partial dissociation of the covalent O–H bond. The
weakening of this covalent bond in the presence of hydrogen
bonding is consistent with the red shift of the stretching mode of
water upon condensation, as well as with recent experiments
demonstrating that selectively exciting the O–H stretch in water
leads to a pronounced delocalization of the proton toward the
acceptor oxygen atom (12). However, the role of NQEs in gov-
erning the extent of this delocalization has not been investigated
before now.
Our analysis is based on MD simulations of water at different

thermodynamic state points, with an ab initio description of the
interactions among the nuclei. We also account fully for the
quantum nature of the nuclear motion, using a recently de-
veloped combination of imaginary time path integral and colored
noise thermostating techniques (13–15). The efficiency of this
combination allows us to investigate the statistics of the quantum

HB fluctuations in ab initio water in far more detail than has
been possible before. The use of an ab initio description of the
chemical bonding also allows us to investigate the correlation
between HB fluctuations and electronic rearrangements, as
well as to comment on the implications of our findings for 1H
NMR spectroscopy.

Results
Structural Fluctuations of HBs in Water. The analysis we perform
requires the definition of one or more structural parameters that
(i) clearly identify the protons involved in HBs and (ii) characterize
HB fluctuations in such a way that makes proton delocalization
apparent. The HB in water involves a hydrogen atom H, the oxy-
gen O to which it is covalently bound, and a second acceptor oxygen
atom O′. Different geometric definitions of the HB use various
combinations of the distances between these three atoms. Any
such combination contains a degree of arbitrariness, but the
essential requirement is simply that the probability density of the
chosen structural parameter(s) should be multimodal (16). It is
this multimodality that makes it possible to associate HBs with
a specific range of parameters in an unambiguous fashion.
The cO0OH angle α is often used as one of the parameters

because it discriminates well among different O′ atoms within
the first coordination shell of O. However, it is not very effective
in describing fluctuations of the proton, so a second coordinate is
needed. Rather than the O–O′ or H–O′ distance, we have chosen
to use the proton-transfer coordinate ν= dðO−HÞ− dðO′−HÞ,
a choice that proves to be particularly convenient, as we shall see
below. Fig. 1 shows that the joint probability density relative to

Significance

There is no doubt about the importance of liquid water for
climate and life on Earth. Correctly modeling the properties of
this substance is still a formidable challenge, however. Here,
we show, using state-of-the-art techniques that allow for
quantum mechanical effects in the motion of the electrons and
nuclei, that room-temperature water is not simply a molecular
liquid; its protons experience wild excursions along the hy-
drogen bond (HB) network driven by quantum fluctuations,
which result in an unexpectedly large probability of transient
autoionization events. Moreover, these events are strongly
correlated across neighboring bonds so that perturbations
disrupting the HB network (pressure, confinement, solvated
ions, and interfaces) could enhance in a concerted way their
impact on water’s behavior.
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Quality of the approximation: vdW interactions

700K
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• Evidence from gas-phase experiment [Kohtani, Jones, Schneider, Jarrold, JACS 126, 7420 (2004)] 
that the Ac-Ala15-LysH+ α-helix is stable up to ≈ 700 K

• Can DFT-PBE and DFT-PBE+vdW reproduce this high temperature stability?
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